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Blood
A sensuous and richly-imagined historical novel that centers on a
skilled young carpet weaver, her arranged marriage, and her quest
for self-determination in 17th-century Persia. In 17th-century Iran, a
14-year-old woman believes she will be married within the year.
But when her beloved father dies, she and her mother find
themselves alone and without a dowry. With nowhere else to go,
they are forced to sell the brilliant turquoise rug the young woman
has woven to pay for their journey to Isfahan, where they will work
as servants for her uncle, a rich rug designer in the court of the
legendary Shah Abbas the Great. Despite her lowly station, the
young woman blossoms as a brilliant designer of carpets, a rarity in
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a craft dominated by men. But while her talent flourishes, her
prospects for a happy marriage grow dim. Forced into a secret
marriage to a wealthy man, the young woman finds herself faced
with a daunting decision: forsake her own dignity, or risk
everything she has in an effort to create a new life.

Clive Barker's Books of Blood
“Tucker writes with gusto . . . high drama.”—Marilyn Stasio, New
York Times Book Review In the late 1600s, Louis XIV assigns
Nicolas de la Reynie to bring order to Paris after the brutal deaths of
two magistrates. Reynie, pragmatic and fearless, discovers a
network of witches, poisoners, and priests whose reach extends all
the way to the king’s court at Versailles. Based on court transcripts
and Reynie’s compulsive note-taking, Holly Tucker’s engrossing
true-crime narrative makes the characters breathe on the page as she
follows the police chief into the dark labyrinths of crime-ridden
Paris, the halls of royal palaces, secret courtrooms, and torture
chambers.

Pregnant Fictions
For fans of Gillian Flynn, Scott Smith, and Daniel Woodrell comes
a gripping, suspenseful novel about two mysterious disappearances
a generation apart. INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS
AWARD WINNER AND BARRY AWARD NOMINEE FOR
BEST FIRST NOVEL • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY BOOKPAGE The town of Henbane sits deep
in the Ozark Mountains. Folks there still whisper about Lucy
Dane’s mother, a bewitching stranger who appeared long enough to
marry Carl Dane and then vanished when Lucy was just a child.
Now on the brink of adulthood, Lucy experiences another loss when
her friend Cheri disappears and is then found murdered, her body
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placed on display for all to see. Lucy’s family has deep roots in the
Ozarks, part of a community that is fiercely protective of its own.
Yet despite her close ties to the land, and despite her family’s
influence, Lucy—darkly beautiful as her mother was—is always
thought of by those around her as her mother’s daughter. When
Cheri disappears, Lucy is haunted by the two lost girls—the mother
she never knew and the friend she couldn’t save—and sets out with
the help of a local boy, Daniel, to uncover the mystery behind
Cheri’s death. What Lucy discovers is a secret that pervades the
secluded Missouri hills, and beyond that horrific revelation is a
more personal one concerning what happened to her mother more
than a decade earlier. The Weight of Blood is an urgent look at the
dark side of a bucolic landscape beyond the arm of the law, where a
person can easily disappear without a trace. Laura McHugh proves
herself a masterly storyteller who has created a harsh and tangled
terrain as alive and unforgettable as the characters who inhabit it.
Her mesmerizing debut is a compelling exploration of the meaning
of family: the sacrifices we make, the secrets we keep, and the
lengths to which we will go to protect the ones we love. Praise for
The Weight of Blood “[An] expertly crafted
thriller.”—Entertainment Weekly, “The Must List” “Haunting . . .
[a] riveting debut.”—Los Angeles Times “Laura McHugh’s
atmospheric debut . . . conjures a menacingly beautiful Ozark
setting and a nest of poisonous family secrets reminiscent of Daniel
Woodrell’s Winter’s Bone.”—Vogue “Fantastic . . . a mile-a-minute
thriller.”—The Dallas Morning News

Blood Communion
A riveting true story of murder and detection in 15th-century Paris,
by one of the most brilliant medievalists of his generation. On a
chilly November night in 1407, Louis of Orleans was murdered by a
band of masked men. The crime stunned and paralyzed France since
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Louis had often ruled in place of his brother King Charles, who had
gone mad. As panic seized Paris, an investigation began. In charge
was the Provost of Paris, Guillaume de Tignonville, the city's chief
law enforcement officer--and one of history's first detectives. As de
Tignonville began to investigate, he realized that his hunt for the
truth was much more dangerous than he ever could have imagined.
A rich portrait of a distant world, BLOOD ROYAL is a gripping
story of conspiracy, crime and an increasingly desperate hunt for
the truth. And in Guillaume de Tignonville, we have an
unforgettable detective for the ages, a classic gumshoe for a
cobblestoned era.

Captain Blood (Diversion Classics)
Pursued by Japanese battleships, the USS Walker, a destroyer under
the command of Lieutenant Commander Matthew Patrick Reddy,
tries to lose the enemy by heading into a storm, only to become
trapped in a primitive alternate world, populated by strange crea

Five Quarts
Winner of the Scotiabank Giller Prize Man Booker Prize Finalist
2011 An Oprah Magazine Best Book of the Year Shortlisted for the
Governor General's Literary Award for Fiction Berlin, 1939. The
Hot Time Swingers, a popular jazz band, has been forbidden to play
by the Nazis. Their young trumpet-player Hieronymus Falk,
declared a musical genius by none other than Louis Armstrong, is
arrested in a Paris café. He is never heard from again. He was
twenty years old, a German citizen. And he was black. Berlin, 1952.
Falk is a jazz legend. Hot Time Swingers band members Sid
Griffiths and Chip Jones, both African Americans from Baltimore,
have appeared in a documentary about Falk. When they are invited
to attend the film's premier, Sid's role in Falk's fate will be
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questioned and the two old musicians set off on a surprising and
strange journey. From the smoky bars of pre-war Berlin to the
salons of Paris, Sid leads the reader through a fascinating, littleknown world as he describes the friendships, love affairs and
treacheries that led to Falk's incarceration in Sachsenhausen. Esi
Edugyan's Half-Blood Blues is a story about music and race, love
and loyalty, and the sacrifices we ask of ourselves, and demand of
others, in the name of art.

Bad Blood
Written by J.M. DeMatteis Art and cover by Kent Williams One of
the most beautiful artistic achievements in comics is collected
again! Telling the richly metaphorical tale of Blood, a young
vampire, BLOOD: A TALE follows the endless cycle of life and
death to find the seeds of redemption in a fever-dream of a dying
king, love eternal, and a life of bloodlust.

Blood at the Root: A Racial Cleansing in America
A brilliantly conceived and vividly drawn story—Washington, D.C.
on the eve of Abraham Lincoln’s historic second inaugural address
as the lens through which to understand all the complexities of the
Civil War By March 4, 1865, the Civil War had slaughtered more
than 700,000 Americans and left intractable wounds on the nation.
After a morning of rain-drenched fury, tens of thousands crowded
Washington’s Capitol grounds that day to see Abraham Lincoln
take the oath for a second term. As the sun emerged, Lincoln rose to
give perhaps the greatest inaugural address in American history,
stunning the nation by arguing, in a brief 701 words, that both sides
had been wrong, and that the war’s unimaginable horrors—every
drop of blood spilled—might well have been God’s just verdict on
the national sin of slavery. Edward Achorn reveals the nation’s
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capital on that momentous day—with its mud, sewage, and saloons,
its prostitutes, spies, reporters, social-climbing spouses and powerhungry politicians—as a microcosm of all the opposing forces that
had driven the country apart. A host of characters, unknown and
famous, had converged on Washington—from grievously wounded
Union colonel Selden Connor in a Washington hospital and the
embarrassingly drunk new vice president, Andrew Johnson, to poetjournalist Walt Whitman; from soldiers’ advocate Clara Barton and
African American leader and Lincoln critic-turned-admirer
Frederick Douglass (who called the speech “a sacred effort”) to
conflicted actor John Wilkes Booth—all swirling around the complex
figure of Lincoln. In indelible scenes, Achorn vividly captures the
frenzy in the nation’s capital at this crucial moment in America’s
history and the tension-filled hope and despair afflicting the country
as a whole, soon to be heightened by Lincoln's assassination. His
story offers new understanding of our great national crisis, and
echoes down the decades to resonate in our own time.

Every Drop of Blood
“We’re born in blood. Our family histories are contained in it, our
bodies nourished by it daily. Five quarts run through each of us,
along some sixty thousand miles of arteries, veins, and capillaries.”
–from Five Quarts In the national bestseller Sleep Demons, Bill
Hayes took us on a trailblazing trip through the night country of
insomnia. Now he is our guide on a whirlwind journey through
history, literature, mythology, and science by means of the great red
river that runs five quarts strong through our bodies. Profusely
illustrated, the journey stretches from ancient Rome, where
gladiators drank the blood of vanquished foes to gain strength and
courage, to modern-day laboratories, where high-tech machines test
blood for diseases and dedicated scientists search for elusive cures.
Along the way, there will be world-changing triumphs: William
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Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of the blood; Antoni van
Leeuwenhoek’s advances in making the invisible world visible in
the early days of the microscope; Dr. Paul Ehrlich’s Nobel-Prizewinning work in immunology; Dr. Jay Levy’s codiscovery of the
virus that causes AIDS. Yet there will also be ignorance and
tragedy: the widespread practice of bloodletting via incision and the
use of leeches, which harmed more than it healed; the introduction
of hemophilia into the genetic pool of nineteenth-century European
royalty thanks to the dynastic ambitions of Queen Victoria; the
alleged spread of contaminated blood through a phlebotomist’s
negligence in modern-day California. This is also a personal
voyage, in which Hayes recounts the impact of the vital fluid in his
daily life, from growing up in a household of five sisters and their
monthly cycles, to coming out as a gay man during the explosive
early days of the AIDS epidemic in San Francisco, to his enduring
partnership with an HIV-positive man. As much a biography of
blood as it is a memoir of how this rich substance has shaped one
man’s life, Five Quarts is by turns whimsical and provocative,
informative and moving. It will get under your skin.

At Night All Blood Is Black
Have A Nice Day
"Heartbreaking and poetic." —The Guardian One of the Wall Street
Journal's 11 best books of the fall Named a most anticipated book
by Literary Hub | Electric Literature| The Millions | Refinery29
Selected by students across France to win the Prix Goncourt des
Lycéens, David Diop’s English-language, historical fiction debut
At Night All Blood is Black is a “powerful, hypnotic, and dark
novel” (Livres Hebdo) of terror and transformation in the trenches
of the First World War. Alfa Ndiaye is a Senegalese man who,
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never before having left his village, finds himself fighting as a socalled “Chocolat” soldier with the French army during World War
I. When his friend Mademba Diop, in the same regiment, is
seriously injured in battle, Diop begs Alfa to kill him and spare him
the pain of a long and agonizing death in No Man’s Land. Unable
to commit this mercy killing, madness creeps into Alfa’s mind as
he comes to see this refusal as a cruel moment of cowardice.
Anxious to avenge the death of his friend and find forgiveness for
himself, he begins a macabre ritual: every night he sneaks across
enemy lines to find and murder a blue-eyed German soldier, and
every night he returns to base, unharmed, with the German’s
severed hand. At first his comrades look at Alfa’s deeds with
admiration, but soon rumors begin to circulate that this super soldier
isn’t a hero, but a sorcerer, a soul-eater. Plans are hatched to get
Alfa away from the front, and to separate him from his growing
collection of hands, but how does one reason with a demon, and
how far will Alfa go to make amends to his dead friend? Peppered
with bullets and black magic, this remarkable novel fills in a
forgotten chapter in the history of World War I. Blending oral
storytelling traditions with the gritty, day-to-day, journalistic horror
of life in the trenches, David Diop's At Night All Blood is Black is a
dazzling tale of a man’s descent into madness.

Blood Done Sign My Name
New York Times Bestseller: The “gripping” true story of a
beautiful Texas socialite, her ambitious husband, and a string of
mysterious deaths (Los Angeles Times). Joan Robinson Hill was a
world-class equestrian, a glamorous member of Houston high
society, and the wife of Dr. John Hill, a handsome and successful
plastic surgeon. Her father, Ash Robinson, was a charismatic oil
tycoon obsessed with making his daughter’s every dream come
true. Rich, attractive, and reckless, Joan was one of the most
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celebrated women in a town infatuated with money, power, and
fame. Then one morning in 1969, she fell mysteriously ill. The
sordid events that followed comprise “what may be the most
compelling and complex case in crime annals” (Ann Rule,
bestselling author of The Stranger Beside Me). From the elegant
mansions of River Oaks, one of America’s most exclusive
neighborhoods, to a seedy underworld of prostitution and murderfor-hire, New York Times–bestselling author Thomas Thompson
tracks down every bizarre motive and enigmatic clue to weave a
fascinating tale of lust and vengeance. Full of colorful characters,
shocking twists, and deadly secrets, Blood and Money is “an
absolute spellbinder” and true crime masterpiece (Newsweek).

Into the Storm
The Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author of Moving Mars
presents the book that launched his career, featuring a scientist who
conducts an experiment in cell restructuring that takes on a
threatening life of its own. Reprint.

Lab Girl
Giving Blood
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Autobiography A New York Times 2016 Notable Book National
Best Seller Named one of TIME magazine’s "100 Most Influential
People" An Amazon Top 20 Best Book of 2016 A Washington Post
Best Memoir of 2016 A TIME and Entertainment Weekly Best
Book of 2016 An illuminating debut memoir of a woman in
science; a moving portrait of a longtime friendship; and a
stunningly fresh look at plants that will forever change how you see
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the natural world Acclaimed scientist Hope Jahren has built three
laboratories in which she’s studied trees, flowers, seeds, and soil.
Her first book is a revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also so
much more. Lab Girl is a book about work, love, and the mountains
that can be moved when those two things come together. It is told
through Jahren’s remarkable stories: about her childhood in rural
Minnesota with an uncompromising mother and a father who
encouraged hours of play in his classroom’s labs; about how she
found a sanctuary in science, and learned to perform lab work done
“with both the heart and the hands”; and about the inevitable
disappointments, but also the triumphs and exhilarating discoveries,
of scientific work. Yet at the core of this book is the story of a
relationship Jahren forged with a brilliant, wounded man named
Bill, who becomes her lab partner and best friend. Their sometimes
rogue adventures in science take them from the Midwest across the
United States and back again, over the Atlantic to the ever-light
skies of the North Pole and to tropical Hawaii, where she and her
lab currently make their home. Jahren’s probing look at plants, her
astonishing tenacity of spirit, and her acute insights on nature
enliven every page of this extraordinary book. Lab Girl opens your
eyes to the beautiful, sophisticated mechanisms within every leaf,
blade of grass, and flower petal. Here is an eloquent demonstration
of what can happen when you find the stamina, passion, and sense
of sacrifice needed to make a life out of what you truly love, as you
discover along the way the person you were meant to be.

Blood Royal
In essence, this story is about how a certain person was searching
his bookshelf for something to read and in the end found a book,
which turned out to be the source, from which it is possible to
obtain absolutely any kind of information about absolutely any
person. Meaning, information to the smallest particulars and details
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about what his or her qualities of personality are, how he or she
lives, what he or she really wants to achieve, what he or she hides,
and much more. And, it does not matter, if the subject is some
person, who lived in the distant past or lives in the present or
someone, who will live in the future. Since, as it turned out later on,
this literary monument is nothing other than the Catalog of human
population. In other words, the encyclopedia of Homo sapiens; in
essence, the same as encyclopedias, reference books for specialists,
which contain complete information about representatives of a
particular subspecies of animals, plants, etc. Although at some
point, the course of this story turned banal: "bad guys" from
security services, intelligence services, politics decided to not only
use this source of knowledge for their dirty deeds, but also to
appropriate it solely for their personal use. And, the way they tried
to do this is also banal: by physically destroying the author of
discovery of the Catalog of human population and all of his
colleagues. However, the ending of this story makes it stand out
from the category of ordinary spy stories. At least because the main
characters of this story managed to survive not due to favorable
concatenation of circumstances or someone’s help, but thanks to
that knowledge, which they discovered in the ancient text, which
turned out to be the Catalog of human population. Of course, such
an outcome upset and continues to upset not only the Russian
special services, but also all those people in whose way developers
of the Catalog of human population got. And, in this civilization,
there are countless numbers of such people: from psychologists
(who become no longer needed by anyone) to organizers of this
civilization themselves. Since from the standpoint of the Catalog of
human population—technogenic civilization without a human, which
they lovingly built for many centuries, is simply trash, to put it
mildly, and beneath all criticism. And, they themselves are also
trash. However, regular people, who (thanks to the scientific
discovery made by Andrey Davydov) got the source with answers
to all of their questions and individual recipes, now no longer need
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to pay "experts on the human soul" for being shamelessly fooled.
Therefore, whoever tries to kill developers of the Catalog of human
population in the future must know that it is no longer possible, as
they already became part of history of humanity. After all, at the
current stage of development, a Homo sapiens has only one
possibility to continue to live after death, to live through the ages: in
the product that he/she created. And, those, who tried and continue
to try to kill them, were nobodies and will remain nobodies, who
one day will cease to exist without leaving a trace. As for organizers
of this "civilization"—maybe instead of trying to find new recipes to
destroy "excess billions" and trying to examine human potential
using Neanderthal methods, it would be more reasonable not only to
find out the recipe of how to make Homo sapiens a 100%
controllable producer and consumer from the source (which, by the
way, seems to have been left to humanity by creators of nature and
a human on this planet), but also how to build a civilization without
quotes? After all, it only seems to them that they are the main
deceivers, while in reality they were fooled, and fooled majorly.

Experimenting with Humans and Animals
Featuring an appendix of discussion questions, the Diversion
Classics edition is ideal for use in book groups and classrooms.
Peter Blood, Irish physician and former soldier, is happily settled as
the doctor of a small English town. But when the rebellion of the
Duke of Monmouth reaches him, saving one man’s life ends up
costing him his entire world. Sentenced to indentured slavery in the
Caribbean, Peter escapes, becoming the most fearless pirate on the
Spanish Main—Captain Blood. But his life of adventure and the
glory of his victories are no balm to Peter Blood’s wounded soul.
All he wants is a cleared name and return to England a free man, to
win the heart of the beautiful Arabella Bishop.
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Blood Work: A Tale of Medicine and Murder in the
Scientific Revolution
“Gripping and meticulously documented.”—Don Schanche Jr.,
Washington Post Forsyth County, Georgia, at the turn of the
twentieth century, was home to a large African American
community that included ministers and teachers, farmers and field
hands, tradesmen, servants, and children. But then in September of
1912, three young black laborers were accused of raping and
murdering a white girl. One man was dragged from a jail cell and
lynched on the town square, two teenagers were hung after a oneday trial, and soon bands of white “night riders” launched a
coordinated campaign of arson and terror, driving all 1,098 black
citizens out of the county. The charred ruins of homes and churches
disappeared into the weeds, until the people and places of black
Forsyth were forgotten. National Book Award finalist Patrick
Phillips tells Forsyth’s tragic story in vivid detail and traces its long
history of racial violence all the way back to antebellum Georgia.
Recalling his own childhood in the 1970s and ’80s, Phillips sheds
light on the communal crimes of his hometown and the violent
means by which locals kept Forsyth “all white” well into the 1990s.
In precise, vivid prose, Blood at the Root delivers a “vital
investigation of Forsyth’s history, and of the process by which
racial injustice is perpetuated in America” (Congressman John
Lewis).

Blood Meridian
"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is
augmented by Blood Meridian, since Cormac McCarthy is the
worthy disciple both of Melville and Faulkner," writes esteemed
literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to the Modern
Library edition. "I venture that no other living American novelist,
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not even Pynchon, has given us a book as strong and memorable."
Cormac McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the
brutal world of the Texas-Mexico borderlands in the mid-nineteenth
century. Its wounded hero, the teenage Kid, must confront the
extraordinary violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous cadre on
an official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely
based on fact, the novel represents a genius vision of the historical
West, one so fiercely realized that since its initial publication in
1985 the canon of American literature has welcomed Blood
Meridian to its shelf. "A classic American novel of regeneration
through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy can only be
compared to our greatest writers." From the Hardcover edition.

Fire & Blood
Named One of the Best Books of the Year by NPR A breathtakingly
original work of history that uncovers a massive enslaved persons'
revolt that almost changed the face of the Americas On Sunday,
February 27, 1763, thousands of slaves in the Dutch colony of
Berbice—in present-day Guyana—launched a massive rebellion
which came amazingly close to succeeding. Surrounded by jungle
and savannah, the revolutionaries (many of them African-born) and
Europeans struck and parried for an entire year. In the end, the
Dutch prevailed because of one unique advantage—their ability to
get soldiers and supplies from neighboring colonies and from
Europe. Blood on the River is the explosive story of this littleknown revolution, one that almost changed the face of the
Americas. Drawing on nine hundred interrogation transcripts
collected by the Dutch when the Berbice rebellion finally collapsed,
and which were subsequently buried in Dutch archives, historian
Marjoleine Kars reconstructs an extraordinarily rich day-by-day
account of this pivotal event. Blood on the River provides a rare indepth look at the political vision of enslaved people at the dawn of
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the Age of Revolution and introduces us to a set of real characters,
vividly drawn against the exotic tableau of a riverine world of
plantations, rainforest, and Carib allies who controlled a vast South
American hinterland. An astonishing original work of history,
Blood on the River will change our understanding of revolutions,
slavery, and of the story of freedom in the New World.

Blood in the Water
In this thrilling debut novel from writer M.A Kersh, the true events
of the famous childhood story about the much loved Peter Pan, and
the villainous pirate known as Captain Hook is finally revealed for
the very first time.James Hook's story began in Wales, where he
was left on the steps of the Moore Orphanage as a baby. James is
bullied by Peter and his followers, leaving him a lonely outcast who
dreams of a life out on the sea. After a Scarlet Fairy visits James, he
discovers the frightening side of magic. He resists her charms, but
after being nearly beaten to death by Peter and his friends, the
Scarlet Fairy torments his dreams as he lay broken in the hospital
wing. However, James finds he is not alone as one of the nuns
within the orphanage comes to comfort and aid him with a mother's
love. But when her efforts fail him, she decides to sacrifice her own
soul for the protection from all fae magic for James. When James
wakes the following morning, his heart is broken to find the woman
he had come to love is dead. He vows revenge upon the Scarlet
Fairy and the very boy who put him in her view in the first place,
Peter. James plans to make Peter the fae's new target, but everything
goes wrong as the clever Peter concocts an unusual deal with a
Green Fairy. Instead of sacrificing his own soul, he offers to spend
his immortal life collecting children's souls in exchange for all the
powers of the fae. The Green Fairy accepts the deal, and the two
new friends fly away to their new home Neverland.Unsure of
Peter's fate, James leaves the orphanage to board Blackbeard's ship
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under the alias name, Hook. Years go by, but Hook's bitterness only
continues to grow. Then one night, Peter, now known as Pan,
confronts him. When Hook learns that the fault of so many stolen
souls was his own, with guilt and rage, Hook wages war upon his
former childhood foe. He would have to sail the famed Jolly Roger
through into the Nine Realms beyond the hidden veils to exact his
revenge and set all of the lost souls on the island free. The journey
is one of magic, true love, darkness, lore, and redemption. Like
Serena Valentino's Fairest of All, Blood in the Water offers an
entirely new version of the beloved classic, bringing each reader a
touch a grim, dark, twisted retelling of the story of Neverland. The
characters that come along for the enchanted journey includes,
Blackbeard, The Blue Fairy, Wendy Darling, Tiger Lily, Mr. Smee,
Catcher, and of course, Tinker Bell. In this story of heroes and
villains, you may find that what you have formally believed was a
lie, but fear not my darlings, for there is always a wish that can
grant you your second chance.

The Blood of Flowers
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with
magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s
Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the
night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji
were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without
hope.

Blood
Tucker delivers a sharp-eyed expos of the deadly politics,
murderous plots, and cutthroat rivalries behind the first blood
transfusions in 17th-century Europe.
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Blood on the River
Set 300 years before the events in A Song of Ice and Fire, FIRE
AND BLOOD is the definitive history of the Targaryens in
Westeros as told by Archmaester Gyldayn, and chronicles the
conquest that united the Seven Kingdoms under Targaryen rule
through to the Dance of the Dragons: the Targaryen civil war that
nearly ended their dynasty forever.

The Lion's Game
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas family by two
young ex-convicts.

City of Light, City of Poison: Murder, Magic, and the
First Police Chief of Paris
Mick Foley is a nice man, a family man who loves amusement
parks and eating ice cream in bed. So how to explain those Japanese
death matches in rings with explosives, golden thumbtacks and
barbed wire instead of rope? The second-degree burn tissue? And
the missing ear that was ripped off during a bout-in which he kept
fighting? Here is an intimate glimpse into Mick Foley's mind, his
history, his work and what some might call his pathology. Now
with a bonus chapter summarizing the past 15 months-from his
experience as a bestselling author through his parting thoughts
before his final match. A tale of blood, sweat, tears and more bloodall in his own words-straight from the twisted genius behind Cactus
Jack, Dude Love, and Mankind.

Blood Letters
The Grammy- and Academy Award- nominated singer-songwriter's
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haunting, lyrical memoir, sharing the story of an unthinkable act of
violence and ultimate healing through art Mobile, Alabama, 1986.
A fourteen-year-old girl is awakened by the unmistakable sound of
gunfire. On the front lawn, her father has shot and killed her mother
before turning the gun on himself. Allison Moorer would grow up
to be an award-winning musician, with her songs likened to "a
Southern accent: eight miles an hour, deliberate, and very
dangerous to underestimate" (Rolling Stone). But that moment,
which forever altered her own life and that of her older sister,
Shelby, has never been far from her thoughts. Now, in her journey
to understand the unthinkable, to parse the unknowable, Allison
uses her lyrical storytelling powers to lay bare the memories and
impressions that make a family, and that tear a family apart. Blood
delves into the meaning of inheritance and destiny, shame and
trauma -- and how it is possible to carve out a safe place in the
world despite it all. With a foreword by Allison's sister, Grammy
winner Shelby Lynne, Blood reads like an intimate journal: vivid,
haunting, and ultimately life-affirming.

SHAN HAI JING—A BOOK COVERED WITH
BLOOD
A Groundbreaking Resource for Preaching If the church wishes to
converse effectively with a culture, it must learn the culture’s
language. Today, shifts in technology mean that language is
increasingly one of symbols and metaphors, stories and images—not
words. So what does this mean for the sermon, that long-standing,
word-based tradition of Christianity? In this ground-breaking
resource, bestselling author Leonard Sweet offers an alternative to
traditional models of preaching, one that is fitting to a new culture
and a new mode of thinking. The first book of its kind to move
preaching beyond its pulpit-centric fixation and toward more
interactive, participatory modes of communication, Sweet presents
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both a challenge and a path forward for a church struggling to
maintain its relevance in a post-modern, media-saturated culture.

Blood Work
From the #1 bestselling author of the Harry Bosch and the Lincoln
Lawyer series and who "is the master of the universe in which he
lives" (Huffington Post), comes the gripping novel that inspired the
film starring Clint Eastwood. When Graciella Rivers steps onto his
boat, ex-FBI agent Terrell McCaleb has no idea he's about to come
out of retirement. He's recuperating from a heart transplant and
avoiding anything stressful. But when Graciella tells him the way
her sister, Gloria, was murdered, Terry realizes he has no choice.
Now the man with the new heart vows to take down a predator
without a soul. For Gloria's killer shatters every rule that McCaleb
ever learned in his years with the Bureau-as McCaleb gets no more
second chances at lifeand just one shot at the truth. *Winner of the
Grand Prix de Littérature Policière- International Category *Winner
of the Macavity Award for Best Mystery Novel *Winner of the
Anthony Award for Best Novel

Half-Blood Blues
Pregnant Fictions explores the complex role of pregnancy in earlymodern tale-telling and considers how stories of childbirth were
used to rethink gendered "truths" at a key moment in the history of
ideas.

Blood and Money
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "A master at keeping the
reader hanging on to see what happens next " - Associated Press
"The Lion" will be landing. . . And at New York's JFK Airport, an
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elite American task force waits as the notorious Libyan terrorist
prepares to defect to the West. Then, aboard Flight 175, something
goes eerily, horribly wrong -- a mere prelude to the terror that is to
come. Ex-NYPD cop, now Federal Task Force agent John Corey -together with his formidable and beautiful new partner, Kate
Mayfield -- will follow a trail of smoke and blood across the
country. His quarry: a foe with the cunning of a lion and all the
bloodlust of a man. To win a desperate game with no rules at all,
Corey must invent a strategy that leaves no room for mistakes.

Children of Blood and Bone
Essence and emblem of life--feared, revered, mythologized, and
used in magic and medicine from earliest times--human blood is
now the center of a huge, secretive, and often dangerous worldwide
commerce. It is a commerce whose impact upon humanity rivals
that of any other business--millions of lives have been saved by
blood and its various derivatives, and tens of thousands of lives
have been lost. Douglas Starr tells how this came to be, in a
sweeping history that ranges through the centuries. With the dawn
of science, blood came to be seen as a component of human
anatomy, capable of being isolated, studied, used. Starr describes
the first documented transfusion: In the seventeenth century, one of
Louis XIV's court physicians transfers the blood of a calf into a
madman to "cure" him. At the turn of the twentieth century a young
researcher in Vienna identifies the basic blood groups, taking the
first step toward successful transfusion. Then a New York doctor
finds a way to stop blood from clotting, thereby making all
transfusion possible. In the 1930s, a Russian physician, in grisly
improvisation, successfully uses cadaver blood to help living
patients--and realizes that blood can be stored. The first blood bank
is soon operating in Chicago. During World War II, researchers,
driven by battlefield needs, break down blood into usable
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components that are more easily stored and transported. This
"fractionation" process--accomplished by a Harvard team--produces
a host of pharmaceuticals, setting the stage for the global
marketplace to come. Plasma, precisely because it can be made into
long-lasting drugs, is shipped and traded for profit; today it is a $5
billion business. The author recounts the tragic spread of AIDS
through the distribution of contaminated blood products, and
describes why and how related scandals have erupted around the
world. Finally, he looks at the latest attempts to make artificial
blood. Douglas Starr has written a groundbreaking book that tackles
a subject of universal and urgent importance and explores the perils
and promises that lie ahead.

Blood Work
"Excellent…Tucker’s chronicle of the world of 17th-century science
in London and Paris is fascinating." —The Economist In December
1667, maverick physician Jean Denis transfused calf’s blood into
one of Paris’s most notorious madmen. Days later, the madman was
dead and Denis was framed for murder. A riveting exposé of the
fierce debates, deadly politics, and cutthroat rivalries behind the
first transfusion experiments, Blood Work takes us from dissection
rooms in palaces to the streets of Paris, providing an unforgettable
portrait of an era that wrestled with the same questions about
morality and experimentation that haunt medical science today.

In Cold Blood
Ethical questions about the use of animals and humans in research
remain among the most vexing within both the scientific
community and society at large. These often rancorous arguments
have gone on, however, with little awareness of their historical
antecedents. Experimentation on animals and particularly humans is
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often assumed to be a uniquely modern phenomenon, but the ideas
and attitudes that encourage the biological and medical sciences to
experiment on living creatures date from the earliest expression of
Western thought. Here, Anita Guerrini looks at the history of these
practices from vivisection in ancient Alexandria to present-day
battles over animal rights and medical research employing human
subjects. Guerrini discusses key historical episodes, including the
discovery of blood circulation, the development of smallpox and
polio vaccines, and recent AIDS research. She also explores the rise
of the antivivisection movement in Victorian England, the modern
animal rights movement, and current debates over gene
therapy.--From publisher description.

The Ghosts of Eden Park
The staggering story of the most important Chinese political
dissident of the Mao era, a devout Christian who was imprisoned,
tortured, and executed by the regime Blood Letters tells the
astonishing tale of Lin Zhao, a poet and journalist arrested by the
authorities in 1960 and executed eight years later, at the height of
the Cultural Revolution. The only Chinese citizen known to have
openly and steadfastly opposed communism under Mao, she rooted
her dissent in her Christian faith -- and expressed it in long,
prophetic writings done in her own blood, and at times on her
clothes and on cloth torn from her bedsheets. Miraculously, Lin
Zhao's prison writings survived, though they have only recently
come to light. Drawing on these works and others from the years
before her arrest, as well as interviews with her friends, her
classmates, and other former political prisoners, Lian Xi paints an
indelible portrait of courage and faith in the face of unrelenting evil.

Blood Music
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The epic true crime story of the most successful bootlegger in
American history and the murder that shocked the nation, from the
New York Times bestselling author of Sin in the Second City and
Liar, Temptress, Soldier, Spy In the early days of Prohibition, long
before Al Capone became a household name, a German immigrant
named George Remus quits practicing law and starts trafficking
whiskey. Within two years he's a multi-millionaire. The press calls
him "King of the Bootleggers," writing breathless stories about the
Gatsby-esque events he and his glamorous second wife, Imogene,
host at their Cincinnati mansion, with party favors ranging from
diamond jewelry for the men to brand-new cars for the women. By
the summer of 1921, Remus owns 35 percent of all the liquor in the
United States. Pioneering prosecutor Mabel Walker Willebrandt is
determined to bring him down. Willebrandt's bosses at the Justice
Department hired her right out of law school, assuming she'd pose
no real threat to the cozy relationship they maintain with Remus.
Eager to prove them wrong, she dispatches her best investigator,
Franklin Dodge, to look into his empire. It's a decision with deadly
consequences. With the fledgling FBI on the case, Remus is quickly
imprisoned for violating the Volstead Act. Her husband behind
bars, Imogene begins an affair with Dodge. Together, they plot to
ruin Remus, sparking a bitter feud that soon reaches the highest
levels of government--and that can only end in murder. Combining
deep historical research with novelistic flair, The Ghosts of Eden
Park is the unforgettable, stranger-than-fiction story of a rags-toriches entrepreneur and a long-forgotten heroine, of the excesses
and absurdities of the Jazz Age, and of the infinite human capacity
to deceive. Advance praise for The Ghosts of Eden Park "Prose so
rich and evocative, you feel you're living the story--and full of lots
of 'I didn't know that' moments. Gatsby-era noir at its best."--Erik
Larson, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dead Wake and
Devil in the White City "Few authors write as colorfully and
compellingly about the past as Karen Abbott, particularly when bad
behavior is involved. In The Ghosts of Eden Park, we meet the
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audacious, larger-than-life 'King of the Bootleggers, ' George
Remus, and the equally fascinating women who will seal his fate.
Sex and greed, corruption and revenge, oceans of illegal
booze--Abbott's action-packed, riveting tale has it all."--Paula
McLain, New York Times bestselling author of The Paris Wife and
Love and Ruin

Blood
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY: NPR, The New York Times
Book Review, Time, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post • The
McKinsey Business Book of the Year The full inside story of the
breathtaking rise and shocking collapse of Theranos, the one-time
multibillion-dollar biotech startup founded by Elizabeth
Holmes—now the subject of the HBO documentary The Inventor—by
the prize-winning journalist who first broke the story and pursued it
to the end. “The story is even crazier than I expected, and I found
myself unable to put it down once I started. This book has
everything: elaborate scams, corporate intrigue, magazine cover
stories, ruined family relationships, and the demise of a company
once valued at nearly $10 billion.” —Bill Gates In 2014, Theranos
founder and CEO Elizabeth Holmes was widely seen as the female
Steve Jobs: a brilliant Stanford dropout whose startup “unicorn”
promised to revolutionize the medical industry with a machine that
would make blood testing significantly faster and easier. Backed by
investors such as Larry Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold
shares in a fundraising round that valued the company at more than
$9 billion, putting Holmes’s worth at an estimated $4.7 billion.
There was just one problem: The technology didn’t work. A
riveting story of the biggest corporate fraud since Enron, a tale of
ambition and hubris set amid the bold promises of Silicon Valley.
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Blood Work
"Daddy and Roger and 'em shot 'em a nigger." Those words,
whispered to ten-year-old Tim Tyson by one of his playmates in the
late spring of 1970, heralded a firestorm that would forever
transform the small tobacco market town of Oxford, North
Carolina. On May 11, 1970, Henry Marrow, a 23-year-old black
veteran, walked into a crossroads store owned by Robert Teel, a
rough man with a criminal record and ties to the Ku Klux Klan, and
came out running. Teel and two of his sons chased Marrow, beat
him unmercifully, and killed him in public as he pleaded for his life.
In the words of a local prosecutor: "They shot him like you or I
would kill a snake." Like many small Southern towns, Oxford had
barely been touched by the civil rights movement. But in the wake
of the killing, young African Americans took to the streets, led by
22-year-old Ben Chavis, a future president of the NAACP. As mass
protests crowded the town square, a cluster of returning Vietnam
veterans organized what one termed "a military operation." While
lawyers battled in the courthouse that summer in a drama that one
termed "a Perry Mason kind of thing," the Ku Klux Klan raged in
the shadows and black veterans torched the town's tobacco
warehouses. With large sections of the town in flames, Tyson's
father, the pastor of Oxford's all-white Methodist church, pressed
his congregation to widen their vision of humanity and pushed the
town to come to terms with its bloody racial history. In the end,
however, the Tyson family was forced to move away. Years later,
historian Tim Tyson returned to Oxford to ask Robert Teel why he
and his sons had killed Henry Marrow. "That nigger committed
suicide, coming in here wanting to four-letter-word my daughter-inlaw," Teel explained. The black radicals who burned much of
Oxford also told Tim their stories. "It was like we had a cash
register up there at the pool hall, just ringing up how much money
we done cost these white people," one of them explained. "We
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knew if we cost 'em enough goddamn money they was gonna start
changing some things." In the tradition of To Kill a Mockingbird,
Blood Done Sign My Name is a classic work of conscience, a
defining portrait of a time and place that we will never forget. Tim
Tyson's riveting narrative of that fiery summer and one family's
struggle to build bridges in a time of destruction brings gritty blues
truth, soaring gospel vision, and down-home humor to our complex
history, where violence and faith, courage and evil, despair and
hope all mingle to illuminate America's enduring chasm of race.
From the Hardcover edition.

The Weight of Blood
The Vampire Chronicles continue with a riveting, rich saga--part
adventure, part suspense--of Prince Lestat and the story of the
Blood Communion as he tells the tale of his coming to rule the
vampire world and the eternal struggle to find belonging, a place in
the universe for the undead, and how, against his will, he must
battle the menacing, seemingly unstoppable force determined to
thwart his vision and destroy the entire vampire netherworld. In this
spellbinding novel, Lestat, rebel outlaw, addresses the tribe of
vampires, directly, intimately, and passionately, telling the
mesmerizing story of the formation of the Blood Communion and
how he became prince of the vampire world, the true ruler of this
vast realm, and how his vision for all the Children of the Universe
to thrive as one came to be. The story spills from Lestat's heart, as
he speaks first of his new existence as reigning monarch--and then
of his fierce battle of wits and words with the mysterious
Rhoshamandes, proud Child of the Millennia, reviled outcast for his
senseless slaughter of the legendary ancient vampire Maharet,
avowed enemy of Queen Akasha. As the tale unfolds, Lestat takes
us from the towers and battlements of his ancestral castle in the
snow-covered mountains of France to the verdant wilds of lush
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Louisiana with its lingering fragrances of magnolias and night
jasmine; from the far reaches of the Pacific's untouched islands to
the 18th-century city of St. Petersburg and the court of the Empress
Catherine. Ultimately, Lestat will have to determine how to deal
with Rhoshamandes, who refuses to live in harmony at court and
threatens all Lestat has dreamt of.

Blood and Smoke
One hundred years ago, 40 cars lined up for the first Indianapolis
500. We are still waiting to find out who won. The Indy 500 was
created to showcase the controversial new sport of automobile
racing, which was sweeping the country. Daring young men were
driving automobiles at the astonishing speed of 75 miles per hour,
testing themselves and their vehicles. With no seat belts, hard
helmets or roll bars, the dangers were enormous. When the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway opened in 1909, seven people were
killed, some of them spectators. Oil-slicked surfaces, clouds of
smoke, exploding tires, and flying grit all made driving extremely
hazardous, especially with the open-cockpit, windshield-less
vehicles. Bookmakers offered bets not only on who might win but
who might survive. But this book is about more than a race--it is the
story of America at the dawn of the automobile age, a country in
love with speed, danger, and spectacle.--From publisher description.
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